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Excellent in aircraft service

Aircraft Decontamination and Disinfection

On 13th of March, EASA issued two Safety Directives (SD) one for the EASA Member States and the other 
for the third country operators performing commercial air transport of passengers into, within or out of the 
territory subject to the provisions of the Treaty on European Union. The SDs mandate the disinfection of 
aircraft after each flight arriving from the high risk areas in order to protect the passengers against 
secondary contamination.

We offer innovative services in aircraft cabin hygiene 
Disinfection by means of aerosol nebulization

• The aerosol can reach small joints and gaps

• Fast evaporation of the aerosol

• No need to remove the equipment from the cabin


• Very high material compatibility of the disinfectant; no damages 
on the cabin interior


• Short treatment time

• Higher hygienic grade than wipe disinfection

AMS 1452B and Boeing D6-7127 certified products 
EG-No. 230-525-2 / CAS-No. 7173-51-5

fast 
Depending on the size of the cab, 15 to 45 minutes are required for treatment. The active ingredient adheres to all particles 
in this phase and in a thin layer on the surfaces. As soon as the fogging device is switched off, the artificial air humidity 
drops, the fog particles sink to the ground due to the gravity. The small droplet sizes of 10-12 μm allow rapid evaporation 
of the water and thus a concentration of the active substance on the surface of particles and germs. After only a short time, 
no water droplets and therefore no active substance are present in the air.

easy 
Equipment do not need to be removed from the cabins to be treated.

effectively 
The cabin air and all surfaces are completely decontaminated. The contained water is in mist form an ideal medium for 
transporting the active substance in otherwise difficult to reach cracks, joints and gaps. 

neutral 
The disinfectant used is odorless and sustainable. Aggressive agents can be replace by this procedure.

High quality disinfection.


